Atypical teratoid/rhabdoid tumor of the sellar region in adult women: Is it a sex-related disease?
Atypical teratoid/rhabdoid tumor (AT/RT) is a highly malignant embryonal tumor in children and a rare entity. Although adult AT/RT is extremely rare, some cases of adult-onset AT/RT in the sellar region have been described. Here, we report an adult patient with AT/RT of the sellar region in whom it was difficult to make a definitive diagnosis and the clinical course was aggressive. This is the first report of autopsy findings that could confirm the clinical characteristics of this rare unresolved pathology, and will contribute to the improvement of prognosis. In addition, a literature review was performed to clarify this exceptionally rare condition. Interestingly, all reported adult patients with sellar AT/RT, along with the present case, were female. This raises the possibility of its being a sex-related disease. However, further studies are required to come to a definitive conclusion.